
 

AIR CONDITIONING 
INSPECTIONS

Identify savings, ensure compliance
Air Conditioning (AC) Inspections are a legal requirement under the Energy Performance of Buildings Regulations 

(EPBR), as part of a Government initiative to drive improvements in energy efficiency.

An AC Inspection Report will highlight areas where operational improvements can be made to AC systems, with 

savings identified often covering the cost of the inspection.

The facts
 ` AC Inspections are legally required to comply with the EPBR.

 ` All AC systems with a combined cooling capacity >12kW need an inspection.

 ` The inspection must be conducted by an accredited AC Inspector.

 ` An AC Inspection is required at least once every 5 years.

 ` All reports and certificates are lodged on the Government’s national register, which is publically  

 accessible online. 

The benefits
 ` Avoid financial penalties by ensuring your full legal compliance. Local Weights and Measures are now  

 enforcing EPBR compliance.

 ` Improve the efficiency of your AC system through the recommendations provided.

 ` Reduce carbon emissions and cut operational costs.

 ` Enable your company to obtain additional accreditations (for example, AC Inspection compliance is required  

 and checked for ISO). 

Improving efficiency
 ` An AC Inspection Report is written by an experienced building services engineer and provides a number  

 of energy efficient recommendations.

 ` Reports almost always identify opportunities for ‘no cost’ and ‘low cost’ changes that can be implemented  

 quickly and cheaply.

Act now to start saving energy and ensure legal compliance
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“We had no hesitation in re-engaging with EIC. All parts of the process were completed within proposed 

timescales. The assessor was most knowledgeable, helpful and amenable when on-site and the reports 

were very professional.”

Engineering Compliance Manager - Stansted Airport

How EIC can help
We have unrivalled experience in delivering AC Inspections and work with a variety of organisations to 

ensure compliance and improve efficiency for both them and/or their customers. We offer a comprehensive 

AC Inspection service in line with the TM44 methodology. An on-site inspection will be undertaken by an 

experienced and accredited AC Inspector, who will then prepare an AC Inspection report and certificate.

Unobtrusive site visit
Our accredited AC Inspector will undertake a non-invasive inspection of the AC system, which includes:

 ` Documentation review.

 ` Comparison of maintenance with industry best practice.

 ` Inspection of system components, controls and settings.

 ` Review potential for improvements/alternatives. 

 
Reports and certificates

Reports are produced in a prescribed Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) 

format. However we go beyond the minimum requirement and all our reports are wrapped. 

Our Wrap Report includes: 

 ` An Executive Summary. 

 ` A summary of Key Recommendations (High Priority, Medium Priority and Other). 

 ` A Photograph Appendix (images of AC kit and findings from the site visit). 

We also offer an Enhanced Report. This includes the above but with an additional Site Specific Report 

Action Plan. Reviewing your inspection report and HH data the assessor will conduct an analysis and 

include a summary of the key recommendations with the potential costs and impacts.

If you have multiple sites we can also provide Overall Report and supporting excel based data for overall 

group recommendations, specific action related opportunities and statistical analysis of savings across 

the portfolio of buildings.

Why choose EIC? 

 ` Our team were some of the first in the UK 

accredited to deliver AC Inspections. Since 

then we’ve delivered over 2,750 AC Inspections.

 ` As members of the original AC Inspection 

Steering Committee, we worked closely with the 

DCLG and accreditation bodies to assist with the 

development of the AC Inspection service and 

common methodology.

 ` Our inspections are conducted by our large 

team of experienced consultants with UK 

wide coverage.

 ` All our consultants are fully accredited, 

with many able to deliver both Level 3 (Simple 

Systems) and Level 4 (Complex Systems) 

inspections. 

 ` We go the extra mile and deliver Wrap 

Reports as standard.

Get started today
To find out more information about our Air Conditioning Inspection service

 call 01527 511 757 or email info@eic.co.uk
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